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Abstract
Banking Industry has witnessed a lot of changes in all the of Liberalization. The advent of foreign banks into the country and the licensing of the private sector have created stiff competition within the business. E-CRM’s role is more important for the healthy growth of the banking business and combats the competition from rivals. The objectives of the study are: to identify the benefits enjoyed by the customers while using e-CRM services. The data study is based on the primary data collected by way of a distributed, well-framed questionnaire. There are 120 questionnaires issued among the customers. Convenience sampling methods have been adopted in this study. Some of the findings of the studies are: Most of the consumers are belonging to the age group between 22-30 years. Most of the consumers (66.67%) are female. The majority of the consumers (45.00%) are postgraduates. Most of the consumers (49.16%) are married. The majority of the respondents (51.67%) are residing in the rural area. Some of the suggestions of the study are as follows: To improve user friendly, to secure customer personal information, and Awareness camp must be conducted to educate account holders about e-CRM service, To reduce the service charges and transaction charges. It is concluded that Customer satisfaction was found to be key advantages prove by the bankers while using e-CRM and the main benefit of this e-banking is convenience to the customers. Now a day’s consumers mostly prefer to use online banking services because the consumers do not have time to go to the bank and withdraw money, for the consumers need more time.
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Introduction
Banking Industry has witnessed a lot of changes in all the of Liberalization. The advent of foreign banks into the country and the licensing of the private sector have created stiff competition within the business. E-CRM’s role is more important for the healthy growth of the banking business and combats the competition from rivals. To save time and to concentrate more on marketing and selling, banks to adopt alternate channels like e-banking, m-banking, smart cards, Automated Teller Machines, etc., Electronic Customer Relationship Management (ECRM)has enabled the effectiveness of business transactions in modern economics. E-CRM has pervaded all spheres of human activity.

Techniques of e-CRM used by the Banks
The following are the e-CRM services are adopted by state banks of India banks.
- Automatic teller machines (ATMs)
- Telex
- Fax
- Internet
- Telebanking / Phone Banking
- Electronic Clearing Services
• Online banking
• Mobile banking
• Electronic fund transfer (EFT)
• National Electronic Fund Transfer (NEFT)
• Real-Time Gross Settlement (RTGS)

Statement of the Problem
The concept of the banking sector has undergone significant changes to the services provided to their consumers to find the research gap. The following questions are raised in the mind of the researcher.
• What are the benefits enjoyed by online consumers?

Objective of the Study
This study is undertaken with the following objectives.
• To identify the benefits enjoyed by the customers while using e-CRM services.

Methodology
Data: The data study is based on the primary data collected by way of the distributed, well-framed questionnaire.

Sample Size and Sampling Method: There are 120 questionnaires issued among the customers. The convenience sampling method has been adopted in this study.

Tools Used: The following are the important statistical tool used in this present study.
1. Simple percentage and
2. Fried Man Rank test

Summary of Findings
The findings of this study are divided into two sections, namely personal profile, the benefit of e-CRM services.
• Most of the consumers (55.00%) are nuclear family
• Most of the consumers (85.83%) are account holders in SBI.
• Most of the consumers 71 (59.16%) having saving account.
• Most of the consumers are selecting for SBI is their safety usage of SBI bank
• Most of the respondents 83(69.17%) are using online banking services.
• Most of the consumers (40.83%) are using ATM card
• Majority of the Consumers (21.67%) are using Credit Cards for shopping
• Majority of the Consumers (80.00%) are satisfied with providing SBI bank services

Benefit of e-CRM Services
The first rank is given to easy transaction, the second rank given to customer loyalty, third rank given to recharge of mobile & DTH connection, fourth rank given to online bill payment, fifth rank given to online fund transfer, sixth rank given to online shopping Seventh rank given to security, eighth rank given to save time, ninth rank given to accessibility.

Suggestion of the Study
Some of the suggestions of the study are as follows:
• To improve user friendly
• To secure customer personal information.
• Awareness camp must be conducted to educate account holders about e-CRM service.
• To reduce the service charges and transaction charges.
• The bankers can extend the deposit and withdrawal limit as per the convenience of the consumer.
• The head office may concentrate on branches in semi-urban and rural areas to implement e-CRM solutions.
• Bankers advised the consumers that make fuller utilization of e-CRM services.
• Bankers should ensure the security in the use of internet banking and mobile banking.
Conclusion

Customer satisfaction was found to be key advantage prove by the bankers while using e-CRM and the main benefit of this e-banking is convenience to the customers. Now a day’s consumers mostly prefer to use online banking services because the consumers do not have time to go to the bank and withdraw money, for the consumers need more time. So, most of the consumer area gives more preference for online banking it easy to do all transaction like fund transfer deposit withdrawal and other services like payment, electronic bills booking air tickets, online share trading.
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